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SNOK™
Keeping an eye on your PLCs

Programmable Logic Controllers, PLCs, are the
automation workhorses of modern manufacturing
industry and processing plants. PLCs are rugged,
reliable devices used to control often critical
processes and activities performed by robotic
devices.
PLCs themselves and their networks have
traditionally not been designed with security from
cyber-attacks in mind. The strategy has mainly
relied on air gapping of industrial automation and
control systems (IACS) and their PLCs from other
networks and cyber based infrastructure. Today’s
IACS are however integrated with modern IT
systems to an increasing degree, both through
connections and transient equipment used in both
environments. Tools such as shodan.io makes sure
any PLC that accidently is made Internet reachable
is exposed to potential perpetrators in an instant.
This new reality makes modern industrial
operations more efficient and safer, but also
exposed to the cyberthreats IT systems have been
facing for decades. Unauthorized tampering with a
PLC can at best cause production downtime.
Accidents and massive destruction can also be the
result.
SNOK™ PLC Threat Detection continuously
monitors for abnormal behavior, configuration
changes and re-programming. We install the
solution either as an appliance in the PLC network
or as a Virtual Machine on available hardware in
the network.

The SNOK™ solution
monitors status of
the PLCs regulating
your industrial
process.

SNOK™ provides significant value to the owner of
PLC infrastructures with:
•
•
•

Automated analysis determining cybercriticality of PLC events
Visibility to current configuration and
configuration changes
Bringing visibility of the PLC environment to
IT Cybersecurity personnel

Combined with other products in the SNOK™
Cybersecurity Monitoring System family, the
environment surrounding PLCs can be monitored
as well, reducing blind spots in the infrastructure
and detecting abnormal attempts to contact and
communicate with a PLC.

SNOK™ is the easy-to-use, state-of-the-art tool for monitoring, detection, and early warning of cybersecurity events
in industrial control systems.

Early attack detection – SNOK™ will detect attacks
at an early stage because it monitors your blind
spots for subtle traces of attacks.

Built for Industry – SNOK™ unique abilities to
uncover blind spots are achieved because SNOK™
is built for industry. By that we mean:

Beyond signatures – More than 50% of attacks are
non-malware related – these are not detectable
using traditional signature detection. SNOK™ on the
other hand uses anomaly detection. This means it
will detect all types of intrusions, catching both
known malware, malware seen never before and
non-malware attacks.

Non-intrusive: SNOK™ does not disturb the
industrial process.
No maintenance required: SNOK™ knows the
fundamentals of a cyberattack. Once installed it
needs no signature updates or similar to keep
detecting new attacks.
Tiny footprint: Computing and storage resources
are often scarce in industrial
settings. SNOK™ uses minimal
resources on the industrial
infrastructure.
Backwards compatible: SNOK™
can be used to monitor legacy
equipment such as
unsupported Windows and
Linux endpoints.
Quick and easy to install:
SNOK™ has a simple
installation process and
requires only a short learning
period to train the system.

The SNOK™ User Interface provides easy security status overview and real time
alerts of changes to PLC memory blocks.

